Learning-Based Robust Tracking Control of Quadrotor With Time-Varying and Coupling Uncertainties.
In this paper, a learning-based robust tracking control scheme is proposed for a quadrotor unmanned aerial vehicle system. The quadrotor dynamics are modeled including time-varying and coupling uncertainties. By designing position and attitude tracking error subsystems, the robust tracking control strategy is conducted by involving the approximately optimal control of associated nominal error subsystems. Furthermore, an improved weight updating rule is adopted, and neural networks are applied in the learning-based control scheme to get the approximately optimal control laws of the nominal error subsystems. The stability of tracking error subsystems with time-varying and coupling uncertainties is provided as the theoretical guarantee of learning-based robust tracking control scheme. Finally, considering the variable disturbances in the actual environment, three simulation cases are presented based on linear and nonlinear models of quadrotor with competitive results to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme.